We consider the following secretary problem: items ranked from 1 to n are randomly selected without replacement, one at a time, and to`win' is to stop at an item whose overall rank is less than or equal to s, given only the relative ranks of the items drawn so far. Our method of analysis is based on the existence of an imbedded Markov chain and uses the technique of backwards induction. In principal the approach can be used to give exact results for any value of s; we do the working for s = 3. We give exact results for the optimal strategy, the probability of success and the distribution of T , the total number of draws when the optimal strategy is implemented. We also give some asymptotic results for these quantities as n ! 1.
Introduction
There is a large literature on the original`secretary problem' (the case s = 1) and variations; see for instance the review article by Ferguson (1989) , which contains a comprehensive bibliography. Our derivation of the exact optimal strategy for the more general secretary problem uses backwards induction and we also exploit the existence of an imbedded Markov chain. Although each of these techniques has been used separately by several authors (see e.g. Freeman (1983) ), we encountered di culties in trying to extend existing accounts to derive exact results for the optimal strategy for s = 3. In particular, we found explanations of the precise nature of the stopping rule to be unclear for s 2. Some authors have considered exact results concerning the case s = 2: Gilbert and Mosteller (1966) give a statement of the optimal strategy and Dynkin and Yushkevich (1969) outline a proof. Other authors, such as Frank and Samuels (1980) and Gusien-Zade (1966) , provide asymptotic results for the optimal strategy for s 1.
In Section 1, we give discuss brie y the optimal strategy when s = 1 and then give some inequalities which are useful when s 2. In Section 2, we give a statement and detailed proof of the optimal strategy when s = 3. Section 3 contains results relating to the probability of winning following the optimal strategy and the random variable T.
in the rst l draws, i = 1; ; l. Then f(k) = P(R n 1 = kjR k 1 = k) = P(R n 1 = k)=P(R k 1 = k) = 1=n 1=k = k=n: Using the technique of backwards induction gives v(k) = max(f(k); g(k)) ; (1.1) where here and henceforth we use the notation
Clearly v(n) = f(n) and v(n ? 1) = max(f(n ? 1); p n?1;n v(n)) = f(n ? 1); continuing in this way we nd g(k) = (k=n) P n?1 l=k 1=l (and hence v(k) = f(k)) only for those values of k for which the sum 1 k + + 1 n?1 is less than or equal to 1. The optimal strategy is clearly to continue sampling at draw numbers for which v(k) = g(k) and then to stop at the rst candidate.
When s > 1, we let f i (k) denote the conditional probability of winning by stopping and v i (k) the conditional probability of winning by following the optimal strategy, given a candidate of relative rank i at the k-th draw, for 1 i s. It is obvious when s = 1 that v(k) > f(k) for all k k 1 ? 1, but for larger values of s this type of result becomes increasingly di cult to prove directly. The following inequalities are useful in this respect. f i (k) f i (k + 1) for k = 1; ; n ? 1 and 1 i s; (1.5) Also, for k = 1; ; n,
(1.7) Inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) are proved in Mucci (1973) In this case it is convenient to assume that n 5; the optimal strategy for n = 4 as given in Table 1 can be checked directly. Unless otherwise stated, i and j take the values 1, 2 and 3. Let fX 0 ; X 1 ; g be de ned by X 0 = (1; 1) and for m 1, X m = (k; i) if the m-th candidate is at draw k with relative rank i. Then fX 0 ; X 1 ; g forms a homogeneous Markov chain with transition probabilities given for k < l by p ki;lj := P(X m+1 = (l; j)jX m = (k; i)) = p kl , where
(2.8) Markovicity and homogeneity can be established for example by the methods of Dynkin and Yushkevich (1969) . The transition probabilities can be determined as follows. Let R l i denote the draw number of the item with the i-th relative rank in the rst l draws, i = 1; ; l. Then
= p k1;l1 P(R k 1 = k) = p k1;l1 =k: Similar identities hold when the subscripts (3; 4; 2; 1) are replaced by (2,3,4,1), (4,2,3,1), (1,3,4,2), (4,1,3,2), (3,4,1,2), (1,2,4,3), (4,1,2,3) and (2,4,1,3). In each case (2.9) equals (k ? 1)(k ? 2)(l ? 4)!=l! and (2.8) follows.
We now give our main result. Theorem 1 For s = 3, the optimal strategy is to sample k 1 ? 1 items and then to stop at the next item with relative rank 1. If no such item appears then starting from draw number k 2 the next item with relative rank 1 or 2 should be chosen. If no such item appears then starting from draw number k 3 , the the next candidate should be chosen. Here k 3 = k 3 (n) is the smallest integer k for which 2k 
Stop at Stop at best or Stop at candidate best so far second best so far
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on ve lemmas, of which four are proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 1 For all k = 1; ; n, f 1 (k) = k ((n ? 1)(n ? 2) + (n ? k)(2n ? k ? 3)) n(n ? 1)(n ? 2) ; f 2 (k) = k(k ? 1)(3n ? 2k ? 2) n(n ? 1)(n ? 2) ; f 3 (k) = k(k ? 1)(k ? 2) n(n ? 1)(n ? 2) and f(k) := f 1 (k) + f 2 (k) + f 3 (k) = 3k n .
The next lemma follows from (1.6), the identity f(k) = 3k=n and the result that for t 2 and < 1, ! : (2.14) Let 2 (k) be the di erence of the two bracketed terms in (2.14). It is straightforward to check that 2 is monotonic increasing and 2 (k 3 ? 1) = (k 3 ? 2)(6n ? k 3 ? 9) ? 3(n ? 1)(n ? 2) 2(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(k 3 ? 2) : (2.15) Using the bounds 0:77n k 3 n; (2.16) which follow from the de nition of k 3 , we nd that numerator in (2.15) is greater than 0:85n 2 ?7:93n+12 which is positive for n 8. It is easily checked numerically that 2 (k 3 ? 1) > 0 for n = 5, 6 and 7; hence v 2 (k 3 ? 1) = f 2 (k 3 ? 1). It follows that 2 = fk 2 ; ; k 3 ? 1g, where k 2 is speci ed in Theorem 1. Next we de ne 1 := fk : v 1 (k 0 ) = f 1 (k 0 ) for k 0 = k; ; k 2 ? 1g. Note that for k 2 2 , (1.6) implies that v 1 (k) = f 1 (k) and (2.12) and Lemma 4 imply that v 3 (k) > f 3 (k). 2)(?3n + 5k 3 ? 6) 2(n ? 1)(n ? 2) : It follows using the left hand side of (2.16) that 1 (k 2 ?1) is positive for n 8 and it is easily checked numerically that 1 (k 2 ?1) is also positive for n = 5, 6 and 7. Thus v 1 (k 2 ?1) = f 1 (k 2 ?1) and it follows that 1 = fk 1 ; ; k 2 ?1g, where k 1 is speci ed in Theorem 1. For k 2 1 it follows from the inequality v 2 (k 2 ? 1) > f 2 (k 2 ? 1), Lemma 4 and (1.7) that v 2 (k) = v 3 (k) = g(k). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 2 3 Probability of winning and total number of draws
The case s = 1
If the optimal strategy is followed, then the probability of winning is the same at each draw for k k 1 ? 1, whether it yields a candidate or not. Since the rst draw always yields a candidate, the probability of winning is therefore This result was rst given by Gilbert and Mosteller (1966) . Also the probability of stopping at a candidate and losing is In calculating the distribution of T, the number of draws, it is possible to assume without loss of generality that there is a candidate at the k 1 ? 1-st draw since the outcomes of the rst k draws can be permuted to achieve this without altering this probability. For n = 4, it can be proved directly that the probability of winning following the optimal strategy is 4 = 37=48. If we write p (i) kl = k(k?1) (k?i+1) l(l?1) (l?i) The case s = 2
The optimal strategy is well known for this case; see e.g. Gilbert and Mosteller (1966) and Dynkin and Yushkevich (1969) . Denoting the two stopping numbers as k 1 and k 2 , the distribution of T can be shown to be P(T = l) = l = n; E(T) The expressions for f 2 (k) and f 3 (k) are proved similarly. 2
Proof of Lemma 3 The formula (2.11) can be used to verify that (2.13) is algebraically equivalent to the identity g(k) = + 1 g( + 1) and it follows that (2.13) also holds for k = . This induction argument can be continued down to + 1 = k 2 , which establishes the lemma, as well as showing that (3.20) is also true for k = k 2 ? 1. 2 Remark An alternative proof of (3.20) is as follows. In the range of the rst sum we have v i = f i , i = 1; 2 and v 3 > f 3 . For the second sum, the probability that there is no item of relative rank 1 or 2 in draws + 1; ; k 3 ? 1 is
